
July 4, 2020 

July 4 marks a Full Moon and Lunar Eclipse, but those are not the only events happening in the

sky. The general portion of this horoscope will go over the vibes of this particular lunation and

some other relevant transits. 

The custom portion (available to order) includes information about not only the transit position of

the Moon relative to your birth chart, but also the natal and transit placements of Jupiter, Mercury,

and Pallas. Please note: everything in this horoscope was calculated using the sidereal astrology

system. Let’s get into it! 

State of the You-niverse: Dude, Where’s My Planet? 

● The Sun is at 19o Gemini and will move into Cancer on July 15. 

● The Moon is full at 19o Sagittarius. It will be in this sign on July 4 and 5. 

● Mercury is at 13o Gemini and in one of its retrograde periods (June 18-July 12). 

● Venus is at 12o Taurus and will move into Gemini on August 1. Its retrograde period ended June

25. 

● Mars is at 10o Pisces and will move into Aries on August 14. 

● Jupiter is at 29o Sagittarius and in a retrograde period that will last until the middle of

September. It will be in Sagittarius until November 20 and then in Capricorn again from November

21 to April 6. 

● Saturn is at 5o Capricorn and also in a retrograde period through the end of September. It will be

in this sign until 2022. 

● Uranus is at 15o Aries and will be in this sign until 2025. 

● Neptune is at 26o Aquarius and will be in this sign until 2024. 

● Pluto is at 29o Sagittarius, in a retrograde period that will last until October. It will go back to

Capricorn on July 28 and will be in this sign until January 2040. . 
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The Moon: It’s Full, Just Like You (Just Let It out, Already) 

The Full Moon is great for observation because the light of the moon lets us see what’s really going

on. This is true in the practical sense and also symbolically. Think of how the earth is fully

illuminated by the light of a full moon. And then think about how you can see issues clearly when

your emotional and emotional stake in them has been revealed. 

The Sign of Sagittarius The placement of this lunation in the sidereal sign of Sagittarius, to me, is a

wonderful follow-up to the Gemini New Moon of June. The stereotypes about Sagittarians include

their flirtatiousness, flightiness, and infidelity, but the archetype spells out a more refined story.

One Kemetic association with this sign is the goddess Sekhmet, the warrior mother, who is not

unrelated to the Venusian vibes of Hathor. There is here an expansiveness that can be harmful if

not contained or at least counterbalanced appropriately. Anytime you see a Sagittarius placement on

a chart, consider its astrological properties: mutable and fiery. Change, flexibility, and external

action are key with this sign.  

Sagittarius is the fire that breaks free of constraint to ignite the world. With an eclipse happening in

this sign, it suggests that a change is coming to help you align with the philosophies that support a

thriving collective. 

The Full Moon & Release In general, regardless of signs or planets, the Full Moon is a special time for

release. After observing what needs to be observed, you have the opportunity to integrate the

knowledge and then find, acknowledge, or confirm something that can be let go from your life, your

mindset, or your physical person. If you lose something at a time like this, perhaps it means that

particular thing had to go, or that thing represented something conceptual or abstract that has to go.

This is the basic energy available for rituals at this time. I personally associate full moons with

ancestral reverence. In one part of the custom portion of this horoscope, I offer the traditional

rulers and elemental associations of the planets affected by the full moon and eclipse. Consider

these the celestial ancestors who may be requesting the most attention for the next six months. I

think people say things like “don’t manifest during a full moon or eclipse” because the powers at

your disposal are more amplified and layered at this time than others. If my theories are correct,

then any rituals done at this particular lunation are charged with the power of infinite ancestors

and energy that has been waiting patiently to be made apparent in the earthly realm. 



So if you’re down with that kind of kapowey to your stuff, then go ahead and do it! If you’re new to

portals though, maybe just put on a press badge for this one. But know that even if you choose to

only observe and report, this current climate seems to claim everyone as willing participants;

you’re still on the ride. 

Key Celestial Bodies (beside the Moon, lol) for This Full Moon 

Jupiter Jupiter is the biggest planet in our solar system, so it is not surprising that it is associated

with expansion. One positive aspect of this theme is spiritual and philosophical growth. One less

positive aspect is the possibility of excess that comes from a lack of restraint. This is why Jupiter

and Saturn are often discussed together- the former says “get bigger,” while the latter reminds you

“not too big!” The Kemetic association for this planet is Horus, the young king. He doesn’t feature

the same philandering nature as his Greek “counterpart,” Zeus, but the vibes of enthusiasm and a

lust for life remain. Jupiter is the daddy who brings presents or takes us on trips while other adults

in the daily wonder where he got the resources. It’s not Jupiter’s job to show you how it’s done, but

rather to just do it. Some say Jupiter is about luck while the archetype suggests it is more about the

ability to create wins. It is also very Jupiterian to joke to hide your pain (literally, jovial); there is big

comedian and clown energy here. 

In his book Planetary Forces: The Language Behind the Body, Plants, Metals and Gems, Dr. Samuel

Sagan describes two “dialectics” with the planet Jupiter, that is, two oppositional positionings that

produce meaning. One dialectic is with Saturn, the other with Mercury. For this lunation, the

dialectic with Mercury is most relevant, as we are fresh off a New Moon in Gemini, ruled by

Mercury. Jupiter gives the big ideas while Mercury shows us where to hammer out the intricate

details. In your birth chart, your Jupiter sign, house, and aspects are clues to where you have big,

universally applicable ideas. You can then look to the sign, house, and aspects of Mercury to give

you clues on how your ideas are communicated to and through your earthly vessel. Finally, your

Saturn sign, house, and aspects for clues on your safety switch, or how you keep yourself from

getting too big or going too far.

Mercury While Jupiter is the star of the show Saturday, we should give some attention to Mercury

for this lunation as well because it is the ruling planet of Gemini, where we just had a new moon.

Where Jupiter is about expanding philosophies, 



Mercury is about communicating the day-to-day ideas. It is hard to conceive of ourselves without our

Mercury sign - it represents how we think and communicate on this planet. It is also worth mentioning

that Mercury is still in retrograde, so our powers of thought and communication--including the systems

we rely upon to convey such things--are “offline,” so to speak. These retrograde periods, for those

cosmically aligned, provide a chance for recalibration. Anything that is breaking down wasn’t really

working anyway, so consider that as you prepare to let go of various things and concepts this weekend

(clears throat: U.S. exceptionalism, white supremacy, patriarchy, capitalism, etc.). Also, don’t forget the

Kemetic “counterpart” of Mercury, Thoth. He is where we get all our alchemical and otherwise magical

knowledge from, so be sure to remember his role in your conscious creations.

Pallas Pallas is one of the asteroids that represents the divine feminine as we embody it in our lives. She’s

relevant for this lunation because of her association with Jupiter and also because the asteroid is literally

on top of (conjunct) Jupiter in the sky right now. Mythologically correlated to the Greek goddess Athena,

the power of this celestial body crosses over the seemingly separate realms of mind and body. Her

Kemetic “counterpart” is the Goddess Neith, worshipped in ancient “Libya.” The Greek myth of Pallas

Athena’s birth includes her father, Zeus/Jupiter, swallowing her pregnant mother whole to thwart

prophecies of an all-powerful daughter. This act did not stop Athena, who busted through her dad’s

forehead like the Kool-Aid man, fully grown and ready to fight. As noted by Demetra George and

Douglas Bloch in their book Asteroid Goddesses: The Mythology, Psychology, and Astrology of the Re-

emerging Feminine: “from a sociological perspective, the myth of the birth of Pallas from Jupiter’s head

marks the ingestion and adaptation of the feminine wisdom principle into the needs of the patriarchal

state. In terms of the evolution of consciousness, however, this myth also describes the growth of

wisdom from the instinctive to the conscious” (p. 89). “Ingestion and adaptation,” to me though, are

euphemistic terms for cruel and selfish consumption. In the contemporary context, it should prompt you

to ask how you can use a literal power of your mind as a weapon of self-defense against this kind of

violence. 

Nevertheless, it is said that Pallas Athene the asteroid shows us a divine intelligence, one that transcends

binary notions of biological sex or gender, goes beyond the words of Mercury’s Gemini, and extends

beyond the philosophies and spiritual edicts of Jupiter’s Sagittarius. She is instinctive, human animal

intelligence. Again, we can turn to George and Bloch for a succinct definition: In the horoscope, she

describes one’s capacities for inspired vision, intuition, curiosity, genius, and exceptional perception” (p.

89).



She also represents the arts, not only in the conventional sense but also when it comes to healing

and politics as well. Many of us wrestle with this feminine power in a society that does not reward

nonconformity to prescribed patriarchal gender roles. We’re talking about her this lunation because

the asteroid is conjunct both Jupiter and Pluto, Suggesting there’s more than booking learning and

debate to consider at this moment of deep transformation (both personally and globally). We must

remember our intuitive knowing--what we were born knowing.

Reminder from Last Month’s Astro-Lesson: What Are Transits? As the planets move through the sky,

they make angles to one another, called “transits.” We say they are “major transits” when they hit

the 60o, 90o, 120o, 180o, 0o/360o, and sometimes 150o angles. These are, respectively, the sextile,

square, trine, opposition, conjunction, and in conjunction (also called the quincunx). Some of these

angles are associated with a “harmonious” flow of energy, where others are associated with a

“dynamic” flow of energy. These are neither good nor bad, but rather indicate the level of

interaction with the outside world required for the energies to react appropriately. Harmonious

transits, which can be described as more internal, include the trine and sextile. Dynamic transits are

often experienced as external events and include the square, opposition, and inconjunct/quincunx.

The conjunction can be harmonious or dynamic and it depends on the planets involved. Transit

analysis may seem complicated at first, but it is important to be able to put together the pieces of the

astrological puzzle together for yourself. Here’s an example. The Full Moon is the transit “Sun

opposite Moon.” Remembering that an opposition is a dynamic aspect, the Sun represents our

creative identity and life force, and the Moon represents our emotional identity, we can put it all

together and expect to see some kind of external action that highlights the contrast between our

vitality and our emotions - who we are on the outside vs. who we are on the inside.

Other Relevant Transits: What Planetary Energies Are Available to You? 

Moon in Sagittarius opposite Mercury in Gemini 

(July 3 to July 5, exact on July 4) 

Our subconscious, ancestrally-tied emotions are at odds with our style communication, both the

external kind (conversation or text) and the internal kind (thoughts). Brain scramble! It’s a bit of a

raucous party up in your mind; don’t forget to invite yourself! This is like the communication issues

of Mercury retrograde but on steroids, so consider more than the moment when choosing to engage

in negative or soul-sucking interactions. Good news: this is a quick transit that will be over with the

full moon on Sunday.



Mercury square Chiron 

(May 29 to July 27, exact on June 5, July 1, and July 21) 

Communication and thoughts are creating action around old wounds. Are you in a mental rut

thinking about your traumas? It’s probably because the planets are encouraging you to do

something about it. They wouldn’t replay various versions of your pain on that internal movie

screen just to hurt you. The goal is healing and the only way out is through. You are cordially

invited to take action as the captain of your own healing mission.

Saturn inconjunct True Node 

(March 22 to October 16, exact on April 17, July 15, and September 2) 

The structural capacity of Saturn is up against our fate as it sits in idea-dominant Gemini. We want

to talk about our future but Old Man Saturn is asking for results and receipts. What are you

building and where could it use more fortification? Saturn being inconjunct the True or North node

means it is also semi-sextile the South Node. This means our past life vibes are coming through to

our aid. Tap, tap, tap in to those ancestors, both the kinds that come from genetics and those that

come from affinity! 

Jupiter conjunct Pluto in Capricorn, retrograde in Sagittarius right now 

(February 2020 to January 2021) 

Expansion, but make it transformative and a little compulsive. Power... what is it on this earthly

plane? What structures are available to house and exercise that power and in what ways are they

in need of healing? How is the pain apparent in the world today related to that healing process?

This conjunction, like the Saturn-Pluto conjunction in January, is part of the “kick-off” to a years-

long process of change, both on an individual and societal level. The conjunction moment is great

for taking stock of how the planetary energies are playing out. This aspect happening mostly in the

sign of Capricorn points to themes of material structures and outward measures of power, so we

look there to see what resources are needed to be more in alignment with one another and the

higher order of the universe. This moment of retrograde in Sagittarius though, is an opportunity to

revisit our philosophies as they may or may not serve the transformation demanded of us and the

world at this time.



Divine Feminine Asteroids in Transit: 

Sun conjunct Vesta (June 15 to July 24, exact on July 4) Sun trine Ceres (June 25 to July 12, exact

on July 4) Jupiter conjunct Pallas (January 2020 to February 2021, exact on March 28, July 3, &

Nov. 12) Pluto conjunct Pallas (February 24 to August 21, exact on March 31 and July 2) Uranus

inconjunct Juno (April 17 to July 28, exact on May 5 and July 8) Chiron opposite Juno (March 25 to

August 14, exact on May 2, July 4) Ceres trine Vesta (June 10 to July 20, exact on July 2) There is a

lot here, so I won’t explain each in detail but rather give a general overview. We have our creative

identity and development (the Sun) being powered by our inner fire (Vesta) and nurturing spirit

(Ceres). That inner fire and nurturing spirit are also powering each other (Ceres trine Vesta) - make

some art! We have our expansive (Jupiter) and deeply transformative (Pluto) capabilities being

powered by our divine intellect (Pallas). Our sense of rebelliousness, our unique stamp on the world

(Uranus) is a bit at odds with our ideas of partnership, more specifically marriage (Juno), as is our

ability to heal our inherited wounds (Chiron). If you already have an established practice to

connect to the divine feminine within you, this weekend is a fantastic time to revisit it. If not,

please make sure you at least use the Sagittarius learning vibes to do some research on how to start

this invaluable process! 

Numerology and Other Symbolism of This Full Moon While I do not consider myself a numerologist

at all, I would be remiss to leave out the numerological symbolism of the dates we have for this

lunation. 7/4/2020 is a “six” day, but that’s not the part that interests me. 7/4 is an “eleven” day,

and 7/2020 is a “eleven” month - I see you, planets!! Eleven is a master number: “it is the number of

the spiritual leader and of the psychic, associated with cosmic wisdom, insights, and otherworldly

phenomena” (source). This, to me, aligns perfectly with the Jupiter, Mercury, Pallas vibes described

earlier. The master number eleven is a version of the number two, so the numerological themes of

two apply as well. In the Tarot, the eleventh card is Justice and the second is the High Priestess. If

you have a deck, consider taking those cards out (if not, look them up!) and ruminating on the

symbolism that jumps out at you as you look at the pictures. Use your Pallas-Athenian intuitive

knowing to interpret what you see! 



Thank you! 

I hope you find these interpretations relevant and useful!! I

am happy to provide this service for you and other members

of the community. For love donations, I can be reached

through Venmo and PayPal using the email address

younggreenvibes@gmail.com, or through my Cashapp tag:

$noellegy. 

Also, please consider contributing to my GoFundMe campaign

to finance a home birth for my son, who is due to arrive

Earthside in September! Lastly, your reviews and positive

word of mouth are incredibly valuable to me! Thank you for

your continued support of me, this business, and my family!

Noelle The Vibeologist

www.younggreenvibes.com


